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Research & Education in the age of large-scale data-bases

Fukuta Azio (ed.), *What are nonwritten cultural materials?*, Kanagawa University COE Program Center, 2006, p 167-171.

The possibility and the need to develop research and education based on non-written materials introduce a major evolution in advanced societies with strong consequences in Human and Social Sciences.

Non-written materials can be compared to the amount of black matter in the universe: 90% of all materials. They encompass practices and techniques from non-modern societies to popular culture, music, TV, film or news in post-industrial societies. Digital technology has opened the capacity of recording, storing this information in large-scale databases and also of making this information available on the Internet. These databases are similar to the role played today by museums. But they will soon be so huge and diversified that they will become a global on-line Museum. Digital technology is also recording and storing written materials in large-scale date bases available on the Internet.

We are therefore witnessing the convergence of the museum and the library, of the two institutions historically dedicated to the collection, storage and communication of information. Soon, like the Chinese map drawn for the Emperor in Borgès’s tale, we will not be able to know if we are in the global web-based museum or in the real world. There will not be a clear demarcation between the two: everything happening will immediately be recorded and made available on the web. As Jean Baudrillard or Paul Virilio have explained, everything will be “live” and “recorded before” at the same time. We understand better today what this really means: digital technology is generating an immersive environment by becoming the immaterial infrastructure of all communication. This is a major anthropological mutation.

It is necessary to debate the consequences for research and education. What are we going to do with this wealth of new materials? The problem is not to store
and search, to find the best “search engine”, the perfect Google. The problem is not to search but to research. How are we going to learn and to teach? The basic questions then are: how do we think in this context? What is thought and what is knowledge in the age of large-scale databases? These questions open a debate on the role of the university.

In universities and other educative institutions, digital technology is expanding the range of teaching and learning materials to non-written information. This evolution is transforming the theory and practice of knowledge, in particular the role of writing and of the printed media. What is the interaction between “writing” and non-written materials? What becomes “writing” at the age of large-scale databases? We already have some experience of these issues. Robert Coover, for instance, has already raised similar problems. In his June 1992 essay in the *New York Times*, “The end of books”, R. Coover explored how the interaction of literature with “hypertext” was opening the capacity to transform the usual conception and reception of narratives by the construction of computer-based non-linear and non-sequential texts. This capacity itself had already been explored by avant-garde literature since the early 20th century as well as by filmmaking and video. What is new in these experiments is the introduction of a “random (i.e. non human) variable” by a machine (i.e. a computer). At Brown University, Robert Coover developed an experimental multi-media environment, “The cave”, where literature merges with sonic and visual arts. This is again a technological implementation of a 20th century avant-garde program. Large-scale multi-media databases expand these potentials far beyond art and literature. It reshapes the study of Man and Society. It reshapes Human and Social Sciences.

The convergence of non-written and written materials, of materials and immaterials, is an evolution transforming from inside the societies in which both these artistic experiments and these technological innovations have developed. This evolution has now opened up a mutation. Beyond the way we transmit and communicate information, this mutation starts transforming the way we learn and teach. This evolution starts to transform a major institution in our societies: the university.

Since the emergence of the modern university in the 19th century, research and teaching have been based on written documents because of their material support, print, namely books. Print is a technology to store and transmit writing,
which might be replaced in the near future by digital technology. But writing is the support of thought; print only the support of writing. What will writing become beyond print? Will print disappear or develop new relations with image and sound? Will books recede or will “book” become the name given to digital-based multimedia works? Books indeed might extend and then exist beyond paper. So the changing role of print might strengthen the importance of writing. It might then change the present conception of writing. In a digital environment where printed materials, images and sounds are intertwined, this new type of information processing will change culture. It will also change knowledge.

Non-written and printed materials will become multimedia materials in a different conception and practice of thought and knowledge, of research and education. Writing is generally considered as the expression and transcription of thought, of thinking in general. As Jacques Derrida formulated, “thinking” is beyond print. It is a process and a practice, which disarticulates and rearticulates information and data in a different or new way, opening new configurations, shapes and constructions, traditionally called “knowledge”, i.e. “interpretation”, “meaning” or “theory” according to the type of work. For instance, computer-based simulations are a typical reconfiguration of data in a work of thought.

Writing (écriture) is thought at work. This work of thought called “writing” will not disappear in multimedia environments. Due to the quantum leap in the quantity and diversify of information stored and made available, it will on the contrary become even more important. Societies will need more and more knowledge traders of various expertise. The risk is that information flows through individuals and groups without added value, like entertainment, with a low level of knowledge. When digital media become the infrastructure of all communication, this is a major risk for societies and educational systems. Once more, we have some experience with these problems to be able to find solutions: since the 1980ies, various studies define museums as “learning environments”, as offering a “learning experience”, informal but still organized though the construction of exhibitions and exhibits. The same can be said for computer games. It is possible to infer from museums and games to multimedia environments.

In conclusion, I do not believe we are entering the age of entertainment. Underneath the formation of the global on-line Museum, the changing role of
Research and Development generates a “Knowledge Society”. This is a collective process we still need to think and construct.
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